


It is our mission to develop the gifts of individuals and assist them
in sharing their message generously with the world. We do this
through the books we publish, the podcasts we produce, and the
events we deliver. 

We are dedicated to transformation, growth and inclusivity, and
most importantly being a beneficial presence on the planet. We
are here to inspire humanity because we know that every life has
a uniquely powerful purpose. 



Our Current Projects

Children's 
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Academic 
Titles
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Reviewing the TGH Principles of Creativity 

We are looking at an overview of the entire process of 
writing and publishing your book

We will explain how mentoring works and how to get 
the most of your 1-1 time

Look at 5 different book structures to get ideas for your 
non-fiction book 

Today...



“There is no greater agony than bearing an
untold story inside you.”
― Maya Angelou



I acknowledge 
that spirituality 
and creativity are 
one and the 
same and my 
creativity will be 
enhanced by my 
spirituality and 
vice versa. 

I commit to a 
regular 
inspirational 
practice to 
cultivate the 
highest 
unfolding of my 
creativity. TGH 12 

principles 
of spiritual 
creativity I remain open 

and flexible to 
change as I 
birth my 
creative work.

I accept and 
celebrate that I 
have been 
called to birth a 
creative project.

Unless it is 
beneficial to my 
current creative 
work, I do not 
allow any past 
experiences to 
influence my 
creative 
expression. 

I acknowledge 
that my creative 
work is unique, 
needed, and 
necessary.



I listen to the 
voice of my 
inner being. 

I cultivate 
authenticity, 
courage and 
vulnerability as I 
birth my 
creative project.

I trust that 
everything is 
working together 
for the good of 
everyone and only 
good will come 
from birthing my 
creative project. 

I allow myself to 
be excellent. I 
know there is a 
creative genius 
within. I was 
born to do this. 

I acknowledge 
my bravery in 
pursuing a 
creative project 
and am radically 
compassionate 
and accepting 
towards myself.

I trust that my 
creative project is 
inspirational and 
transformational 
and will benefit 
somebody who 
reads it.

TGH 12 
principles 
of spiritual 
creativity



Writing & 
Mentoring

6-9 months

Pre-Order &
Distribution

2-3 Months

Proofing, 
Plagiarism & Legal 
Review

1-2 Months

Design

1-2 Months

A Brief Overview of The Process
A timeline of how our books come to be

Final Review
& Editing

3 Months



How to get the most out of your mentoring time...

Prepare work for your mentor to review 
Be open and flexible to change
Make writing your book a priority 
Rediting as you go....?
Show up, show up, show up...

Throughout the writing process, feedback and deadlines are your most valuable tools. 

So, once a month, you'll meet with a mentor for a one-to-one session to discuss your progress 
and review your work. 

These meetings will last up to an hour and will play a key role in the outcome of your book. 



80% of people want to be an author but only a small
number of people succeed in this (maximum 23%). 

However, showing up consistently, working with a creative
team and being part of a supportive group will incredibly
increase your chances of crossing the finish line. That's
why over 80% of writers become authors.

A good note...



FYI: TGH Works in Seasons 

The Good House works in 'seasons' and always plans its activities at 
least three months in advance so if you miss your initial deadline, 
your book may be pushed back to 'next season' and not just a 
handful of weeks. 

Ideally, you will complete the first drafting in 6-9 months and a final 
draft in 9-12 months. 



Class One:
The Different Structures 
of non-fiction books



Each book is unique...and it should be. 

As you will see, the examples we are about to explore
are not an all-inclusive list, and many books can cross
over into various genres and structures. 

Take these examples as inspiration, but not as a
template....unless you want to.    

This is an important reminder:



5 Structures for Non-Fiction Books

Essays & 
Meditations

3 Layer Method X Step/ Method/ 
Principles

Memoir &
Reflection

Hero's 
Journey



Classic Story Structure / Hero's Journey

Through this method we are able to share the journey 
undertaken by an individual character, also known as 
the protagonist [you]. In most cases, this is an external 
journey, but it can also be an internal one. 

On the other side of this voyage, the protagonist [you] 
has 'won the battle' [obstacle] and has gained 
knowledge, insight and wisdom and is happier/ more 
confident/ smarter etc... 



Status Quo1.

2. Inciting Incident

3/4/5 Points of 

Rising Action

6. Climax

7.  Falling Action

8. New 
Status Quo

Hero's Journey
Main Focus: Character



Status Quo1.

2. Inciting Incident

3/4/5 Points of Rising Action
6. Climax

7.  Falling Action

8. New Status Quo



Main Focus: Character & Story



3 Layer Method

Personal story 
Knowledge/ Wisdom/ Philosophy 
How-To/ Tip/ Offering/ Task (Journal 
prompt etc...)

This method involves every chapter being 
templated, focusing on an individual topic.

This often unfolds as;
1.
2.
3.



Main Focus: Character & Knowledge



Essays & Meditations

This method is the most artistic and free. It does not 
follow any rules or structure. Simply the book is a 
collection to be enjoyed and often used for reference. 

A book like this contains lots of small chapters, 
sometimes just one or two pages.

Poetry & Photography books also suit this format.





Main Focus: A visceral experience



X Step/ Method/ Principles

This method is heavily driven by teachable material 
offering X number of steps towards a specific goal. All 
of the chapters are geared towards the same desired 
outcome.



Main Focus: Practical Content & Knowledge



Memoir & Reflection

This method is the most story-driven and is written 
from the author's first-person lived experience. 

A memoir is not to be mistaken for an autobiography 
as a memoir only covers a certain period of time or 
reflection upon a particular experience. 



Main Focus: Character 



What style will you be using or implementing? 

Question:



Wednesday, June 1st
Topic: Using Your Voice & Telling Your Story 

Next Meeting

Before Next Meeting...
Have had your first mentoring session and 
made a start on your book.

Remember to write, write, write....



What's coming up this season...

10 Principles For A Life 
Worth Living Online Course

Registration opens 
tomorrow 

Inclusive voices in 
inspirational books

PANEL TALK:

14th June, 10 AM PT | 6 
PM BST

22 Minutes of
Transformation 

Tuesday Mornings

Follow us on Instagram

@TGHBooks


